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Mr & Mrs. P. W. California, USA.

The Office of
International
Treasury Control

We are participants in one of the “Prosperity Programs” and have never
received any money from these programs in the 15 years or so that we have
been waiting.
This has caused us and our family severe stress and financial hardship.
We have read the comments from a Mr Whistleblower on the fourwinds10.com web site which indicates that these programs may be related
to the Collateral Accounts. Please advise if this is the case as our suffering

You have our utmost respect and sympathy for your situation and as requested we will try and clarify this
for you.
There are many programs, or what are referred to as programs, but unfortunately most are just scams operated by the criminal element of society. We can not specifically answer your question because we do not
have any further details or information reference to the actual program, dates, documentation, or other information from you. However, we will give a general opinion.
There are programs, however legal programs are few and far between and are usually secret between two
or more parties, and not open to the public, whereby even the Federal Reserve will deny the existence of
such programs.
There are also claimed programs whereby persons such as your selves have been offered participation
(Your words within the question) in the form of contributions that appear to range anywhere from 100 USD
per month to $5000—$10,000 USD in one year. Such claimed programs cover multiples of people in the tens
or even hundred of thousands of people. In most cases the initiator of such claimed programs claim they
have collateral in the form of Inter-Government Certificates or Heritage Certificates with very high face
values of $1 bill USD upwards.
It is these claimed programs that are suspected as being illegal and non-operative because the Collateral to
be used are assets that has been stolen or gained illegally from the Combined International Collateral Accounts by people who need additional financial support in the form of contributions, to pay for their Legal
and Banking costs.
What we can state therefore is that where the collateral behind the actual claimed program is stolen, or illegally gained assets belonging to the Collateral Accounts, then the claimed programs will not run or operate
and they are nothing more than scams.
However, there are a few occasions where illegally obtained collateral of the Collateral Accounts is attempted to be used within a program, which will be allowed to run and operate, whereby the returns are
paid not to the initiator or participants, but to the Collateral Accounts, whereby it is the decision of the International Treasury Controller as to what eventually happens to those returns. An odd one or two may be
allowed to be paid out but only through Trusts and Foundations who will be legally bound to apply strict
conditions as to the use of those funds, which generally would be for what would be described as
“Humanitarian” purposes.
Not knowing the details of the specific program you were involved with, we can not give you a definitive answer. However, in our opinion you may have been coerced to contribute to either a direct scam, or a
claimed program using illegally gained assets of the Collateral Accounts. Whether, in the case of the latter,
the program actually ran and operated can not be answered because of lack of definitive detail / information.
What you, and others, should always consider is that Programs are not made public, never advertised, and
always denied by the Powers that be. When someone comes knocking at the door, or approaches the church
that you attend, or is a neighbour, giving you extraordinary stories of high vale exotic Certificates which
they can place into a program but they need financial assistance to cover costs etc, then great caution must
be exercised by all, because generally speaking it is a scam and loser from the start.

Thank you for your question

